Where Our National Security Begins...
Agenda

- Welcome & Introductions
- “Snapshots” & USGIF Programs Team Update
- Discussion Topics
  - 2019 Retrospective
  - 2020 NRO IAG Objectives & Team line up
  - “S2P Corner” & “C2S Corner”
  - GEOINT 2020 Joint Session Agenda (April)
  - Topics for USGIF Acquisition Workshop (June)
  - Charter Refresh
- No-Host Social
“Snapshots”

Latest and Greatest?

USGIF Support Enhancements to NRO IAWG
- Calendar invites & distribution will be from USGIF going forward
- Attendance Tracking
- Minutes

USGIF Programs Team Update
USGIF Programs Team Update
January 2020
Upcoming Activities/Events

- **GEOINT 2020 Innovative Tradecraft Competition** (new)
  - First round 4 Feb @ TEC, final round on the main stage at GEOINT

- **Commercial GEOINT Working Group** (new focus)
  - Chairs: Paul Sartorius and Sam Unger
  - **Commercial GEOINT Workshop** (new), 25-26 Feb @ NCE

- **GEOINTeraction Tuesday** @ TEC 10 March

- **Symposium Sneak Peak** March, Location and Date TBD

- **GEOINT Symposium** Tampa, 26-29 April

- **Acquisition Workshop @ TEC** 9 June (new)
  - Call for topics and speakers due 31 January

- **AI ML Workshop @ St. Louis** TBD last week of June (new)
  - Call for topics and speakers due 7 February
Thank you for the input for content and speakers
  Many of the suggestions are being incorporated into the program

GEOINT 2020: New Decade, New Challenges, New Strategies
  26 April: GEOINT Foreword
  27-29: GEOINT Symposium 2020
  30 April: Classified Day (Invitations were distributed to corporate and lifetime members in mid-December; contact Alicia Jackson for membership information).

Symposium registration is open!
  Secure your spot today

Working Group Break Out Sessions
  NRO-NGA session scheduled for 2/28 at 1230
  Program title and outline due 31 January
  Please coordinate any proposed NGA speakers with Ronda and/or Lindsay before sending invitation
  Program speakers locked down by 29 February
Thank you for a GREAT 2019

The Programs Team

Ronda
Kristin
Lindsay
Shannon
Lisbeth
Discussion Topics

- 2019 Retrospective
- 2020 NRO IAG Objectives & Team line up
- GEOINT 2020 Joint Session Agenda (April)
- Topics for USGIF Acquisition Workshop (June)
- “S2P Corner” & “C2S Corner”
- Charter Refresh
2019 Retrospective

• Action Teams
  ✓ Agile & DevSecOps (with sub teams)
  ✓ Attracting Talent
  ✓ Speed to Capability
  ✓ Hybrid Cloud
  ❐ FGA Adoption

• Highlights
  ✦ Agile Terms of Reference development
  ✦ Agile Guide Review
  ✦ QUINT SPO engagements started
  ✦ IAWG-YPG meetup on Attracting Talent
  ✦ Joint NGA-NRO Working Session
  ✦ Initial outreach to DAU, Navy, and other stakeholders

• Challenges
  – USAF Agile RFI: IAWG cross-industry response
  – We produce more material than we have ability/venues to share it
Fall 2019
GED Engagement Way Ahead

- Government recognizes we have MANY topics
- QUINT is a good entry point but some topics belong elsewhere

Recommendations
- Categorize contracts-related vs PM-related venues
- Encourage shoulder-to-shoulder roundtable discussions

Contracts Topics (ACE?)
- Right Sizing RFPs
- Pre-Award Communications
- Outcome-based contracts
- Agile Contract Structures
- CAIV pricing approaches

PM Topics (QUINT SPO)
- Attracting Talent
- Optimizing use of cloud dev resources
- Hybrid Cloud Decision Framework
- GOTS-GOSS Management
- DevSecOps ToR
- Accelerating TTO
2020 Planning: Objectives, Scope, Scale

- **2020 Objectives (proposed):** emphasize communication over new material?
  - Community engagement: 1 per quarter per team
  - Major conference/event beyond GEOINT
  - NRO Government attendance at GEOINT 2020 Joint Session
  - Broader engagement support across IAWG, USGIF Board, etc
  - Refresh Charter

- **2019 Action Teams: continue/discontinue?**
  - Agile & DevSecOps (with sub teams)
  - Speed to Capability
  - Hybrid Cloud
  - FGA Adoption
  - Attracting Talent

- **Candidate topics for new teams:**
  - Optimizing use of Cloud Development resources
  - GOTS/GOSS Management Model for GED Software
  - Optimizing development using cloud infrastructure
Way Ahead for “S2P Corner” & “C2S Corner”

Latest & Greatest…

Topics & Issues Discussion
Potential GEOINT 2020 Topics
Title & Summary by 1/31, Speakers by 2/29

1. Attracting Talent: Latest Observations & Ideas
2. Agile Terms of Reference reuse for NGA
3. Security Clearances & Facilities access to broaden industry base
4. Agile Acquisition isn’t the same as Acquisition of Agile
5. Hybrid Cloud decision framework
6. Incentivizing cloud practice optimization across industry base

Others? Are these the right/best topics?
Need to pick 1-2 and organize panel/speakers around them
Potential Acquisition Workshop Topics
Topics by 1/31, Speakers by TBD

- Speed to Capability panel: Pre-Award Communications, right-sizing CDRLs for Agile DevSecOps, right sizing RFPs to broaden competitive base
- Reducing barriers to entry: concepts for security clearance sponsorship and access to SCIF spaces for proposal preparation
- Attracting Talent: an Industry and Government shared approach
- GED's "Agile-ution" and DevSecOps adoption lessons and imperatives (include getting NRO-NGA talking about how they are going to align practices)
- Industry & Government perspectives: Make-Buy decisions framework for Software
- Pleasant surprises and ugly truths: reflection on the IC's journey to cloud 2010-2020

Others? Are these the right/best topics?
Need to pick 1-2 and organize panel/speakers around them
Open Dialog

Additional Topics for Consideration

Actions & Next Steps

No-Host Social
NRO IAWG Contact Information

- **Nick Buck:** nick@buckgroup.net (703) 801-3405
- **Ann Waynik:** Ann.Waynik@tenica.biz (571)-376-5641

USGIF coordination:
- **Shannon McAvoy:** shannon.mcavoy@usgif.org (703) 793-0109 ext 118